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Cyclone Technology
The Uni-Dust is the latest major product developed by

Hanningfield and offers an exceptional solution to the problem

of excess powder caused whilst processing. The Uni-Dust

incorporates the very latest in cyclone technology, allowing for

a filterless design, which increases both functionality and

reliability.

The Uni-Dust offers many advantages due to its unique and

intricate design. With the incorporation of an external HEPA

filter; the Uni-Dust is able to capture in excess of 99.99% of

loose powder. Consequently, waste product can be easily

recovered and weighed for reconciliation.

The control of powder results in both a safer working and

process environment; eliminating the need for dust collectors

in plant rooms and technical areas. This improves site safety
standards, helping GMP conformance.

helping to solve powder
containment issues

The Hanningfield Uni-Dust powder recovery system is a high efficiency cyclone designed to ensure optimum 'in-process'

performance for the successful recovery of excess powders. The internal components of the cyclone are carefully engineered

to ensure a smooth transition of the air and particle stream ensuring excellent laminar fiow characteristics.
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Performance Design
The Uni-Dust high-efficiency product recovery cyclone system is specifically designed for each

application depending on product type, bulk density, particle size and site conditions.

Our test facility enables us to completely tailor each Uni-Dust to meet every customer's

specific needs. Through conducting preliminary off-site trials, we can use the test results to

optimise the design of each cyclone, ensuring each system operates in the most efficient way

given a customer's individual requirements.

The cyclone technology used in the Uni-Dust provides excellent separation of powder from

the airfow. Any small amount of 'carry-over' particles not captured in the cyclone chamber

are arrested externally by a safe change HEPA policing filter.

The overall design of the Uni-Dust is very flexible allowing a variety of possible installation

options to suit the site parameters and available space.
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The Hanningfield Uni-Dust high efficiency cyclone is used for the

safe interception of excess dust from tablet presses, capsule filling

machines and similar powder filling process equipment.

In many cases, dust from these machines is piped away out of the

process environment, very often to an unsafe area, such as a

service void or plant room. In situations where dust collection is

centralised, batch loss reconciliation is impossible.

The new Uni-Dust cyclone system is a compact and hygienic

solution to safe dust recovery within the process room and now

has an all new filterless design and optional full safe-change

facility providing increased levels of containment and safety

Un i-Dust improves the environment by eliminating the need for

dust collectors sited in plant rooms and technical areas.
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